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Client benefits
CASE STUDY

PUBLIC
SECTOR

Operational improvements
By accelerating the delivery of
consolidated data from a range
of sources, managers are able
to make better decisions,
more quickly.

A large public sector organisation
wanted to improve service delivery
and came to us with a specific data
availability problem.

Savings
Our client reduced their
overall cost of ownership.

The challenge
Fast access to accurate data is essential
to running a public service.
Although our client was capturing
large amounts of data on key service
performance criteria, it was held in an
unstructured format. Data from different
parts of the organisation were all held in
different Excel files. Extracting the data
and manipulating it into the format that
management needed to help them direct
resource and drive improvement was a
time consuming, manual process with all
the associated costs and risks of human
error that go along with that.

Our solution
We ran a workshop to understand
the issues our client was facing in
more detail. We wanted to build our
knowledge of the key requirements of the
organisation, in order that the solution we
delivered met current and future needs.
Dave Laycock, who led the project for
Alscient, said, “The most important
requirement was the speed with which
the customer was able to consolidate
data, so that they could free up more time
to analyse data.
“By combining AWS tools with code we
developed, we were able to read the
unstructured Excel data, validate it and
transform it in less than a second.”
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The way in which we solutioned this has
resulted in a better user experience and
we have been able to deliver a lower
subscription costs model for our client.
Our client said, “Working with Alscient
gave us a solution that really has enabled
management to make sense of the data
more quickly, resulting in better and
more timely decision making and at a
much lower cost to our organisation.
“The whole process is now automated.
Crucially, important data is available
to those who need it to measure and
manage performance.
“AWS has allowed us to spend more time
understanding our data and completing
‘what if’ analysis.

“It is fair to say we had not appreciated
that AWS is such a full computing
platform and Alscient has been
exemplary in helping us see new
opportunities across the wider
organisation.”
Carl Chalfont, who heads up the AWS
Account team at Alscient, said, “AWS lets
us build customer solutions in weeks
that would have previously taken months
to complete.
“Our client was able to benefit from the
speed and flexibility of AWS and at a
lower cost to operate than their in-house
platform.
“We bring a deep knowledge and
flexibility of approach that really lets us
focus on solving the customers problem.”

Service improvement
Automating data processing
allows our client to spend more
time analysing results.

New opportunities
Our client can build on
the AWS platform in the
future, across other parts
of their organisation, to
leverage further operational
improvements.

